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ABSTRACT 

In suppon of the space exploration initiative a new 
architecture for the production of sdar cells on the lunar 
surface is devised. The paper discusses experimental 
data on the fabncatm and properties of lunar glass 
substrates, evaporated lunar regolith thin film (anti- 
reflect coatings and insulators). and preliminary 
attempts m the fabrication of thin film (silicon/ll-VI) 
photovoltaic materials on lunar regolith substrates. A 
conceptual desdgn for a sdar powered robotic rover 
capable of fabricating sdar cells directly an the lunar 
surface is provided. Technical challenges in the 
dwebpment d such a fadlity and strategies to alleviate 
perceived Mf&u&es are discussed. Finally, prelbrrinary 

production scenarios (using exdusivety in-situ planetary 
resources or hybrid) are discussed. 
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The availability of significant electric power at the 
surface of the moon will be a principal driver defining the 
complexity of a lunar base. [l] Proposals to generate 
power on the moon indude both nuclear and sdar 
(photovoltaic) systems. The main drawback to all of the 
approaches to date is that all of the mass for the power 
system must be transported from the earth to the moon. 
For the lunar base this couM amount to over 40 metric 
tons to the moon for the utilization phase. 

A more efficient (and possibly SynergMic) approach 
is to attempt to utilite the existing lunar resources to 
generate the power systems. The synergism  occur^ 
from the fact that there is an ultra-tugh vacuum 
environment on the surface of the moon, and there are 
materials present on the moon from which thin film solar 
cells muld be made within this vacuum environment by 
direct evaporation. 

Lunar resource utilization has focused principally On 
the extraction of oxygen from the lunar regdith. A 
number of schemes have been proposed for Oxygen  

extraction from Ilmenite and Anorthite. These schemes 
have as their by-products (or more Qrectly as their 
'waste products"), materials such as silicon. and 
aluminum. and these materials are those specmcaHy 
needed for the fabrication of thin film s i l i  solar cells. 
Thus lunar surface possesses both the elemental 
components needed for the fabrication of silicon solar 
cells and a vacuum environment1 (on the order of 10"' 
Torr) that allows for vacuum deposition of thin film sohr 
cells directly on the surface of the Moon without the 
need for vacuum chambers. 

In this paper a new architecture for the in-situ 
produdion of sdar cells using lunar resources is 
discussed. 

F9.l . Artist view of a mobile solar cell fabrrcation facility 
fabricating solar cells drectly on the lunar swface. 

RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS 

Lunar Fbgolith Substrate Fabrication 

A key component in the concept of in-situ power 
manufacturing is the development of an electrically 
isolating and mechanically compatible support structure 
for the solar cells using lunar resources. By fabricating 
the support structure on the Moon, the extra mass and 
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oomplexity that must be added to a terrestrial support 
structure for it to sunrive the launch and transport is 
eliminated. The lunar-made substrate (support 
structure) can be much simpler m that it only needs to 
support the thin fihn solar cell. The sdar cells w l d  be 
deposited on this substrate. The substrate needs to be 
electrically insulating so that individual solar cells can be 
made and then connected in series or parallel circuits to 
provide an array with useable Wage and current. The 
surface will need to have features less than #le 
dimensions of the thin film solar cell thickness otherwise 
a continuous film will not be deposited. The composition 
of the h r  iegolitticonsists of a variety of oxides that 
when metted form a glassy solid. We have investigated 
the meiting of !he lunar regolith simulant JSCl to 
detemdne if #e star;sproduced wwki be suitable as a 
substrate for lunar solar oe#s. JSCl  is similar to typical 
lunar mare sd with a ampostm . ' of ahnost half silicon 
oxide with the aluminum oxide, cakium oxide. iron oxide 
and magnesium oxide comprising the majority of the 
balance. l 'x l '  boats made of tungsten were resistively 
heated and mitored in a vacuum chamber to melt the 
regolith samples. The boats were fitted with a type C 
thermocouple and the temperatures recorded as the 
regolrth was heated. With a uniform fill of regolith in the 
boat, the material next to the boat at the bottom would 
mett but the material on the surface away frofn the 
edges would not. The regoMh is a fine gray powder with 
low thermal conductivity and a hgh emissivity. As the 
regortth is heated, it starts to soften around 1300°C. 
The melt is very viscars and ByoJwns gasbubMes out in 
a thick. lava like fashion. By 1600°C the regolith has 
completely melted and the viscosi(y is low. The sample 
is then coded. The temperature falls qutddy (1-2 
minutes) to around 300°C and then falk s b d y  after 
that. 

Fa. 2 SEM micrograph d metted lunar regdith surface. 

The resistivity of the melted regol i  glass 
substrates was found to exceed 1 O6 R-an. The regolilh 
glass charged quickly under electron bombardment 
during the Scanning Electron Microscope @EM) 
pictures. The free melt surface was found to be very 
smooth with no features larger than 50 nm (see Fig. 2.). 

During the melting of !he regolith. we also found that the 
regolith could be deposited onto substrates to form thin 
fiims. The initial deposition of regolith layers of 1ooO. 
S,WA on a coming gtass substrate resuttec~ in a film 
that was XI transparent that it was difficult to see on the 
glass slide. Transmission spectra were taken and the 
index of refraction was extracted. The index of 
refraction vaned from 1.4 to 1.8 for different regolith thin 
films. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) was taken to 
determine the chemical composition the regol i  thin 
film. The film was mostly silicon oxide with a small 
amount of iron oxide. The optical and electrical 
properties of the regdtth thin film opens up possible 
uses as anti-reflection coatings and in-situ fabrication of 
electronic circuits. 

In an attempt to evaluate the su&tnhty of the glass 
substrate made from lunar simuhnt thm film of CdS and 
CdTe were simultaneously deposned on crystalline InP. 
Coming glass as well as lunar ahss substrates. 
Compariswr of optical properties (transmission and 
photduminescence (PL) spectroscopy) indicated that 
films fabricated on lunar regdith glass were even 
superior in quality than those deposited on commercially 
available high grade glass and comparable to those 
observed for films deposited on crystalline InP 
substrates (Fig. 3). 
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F9.3 PL spectra obtained at T=13 K for A) CdS on InP. 
8) CdS on regolith and C) CdS on glass. All samples 
are from the same evaporation run. 

Lunw sdar cdl munufaduring Facility 

The proposed lunar solar cell manufacturing is 
comprised of a robotic facility. the 'EIUractor/l?efiner". 
capable of refining and extracting metals from the lunar 
ore and a mobile robotic facility, the 'Cell Paver". that 
melts directly the lunar surface to create a glassy 
substrate and produces diredly and integrated solar 
celVtransmission grid on the lunar surface. 
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The Cell Paver (Fg. 1) fabricates thin film solar 

cells and integrates them into a ‘panel’ strings’/arrays for 
connection into a solar poww system. The Paver is a 
self-contained. setf-reliant mobile fabricator that dears 
or circumvents rocks and boulders, and smoothes the 
terrain m front of it. This prepares the site for the 
fabrication of the lunar glass substrate and subsequent 
fabrication of the solar cells. Path selection takes into 
account terrain and obstacle shadowing projected over 
the fuClighting cycle to preclude shadowing of the array 
and to maximize power production. The !system also 
uses sdar electric energy for motive power command 
and control. sdar thermal heating is utilized to prepare 
regolith for substrate and the thermally evaporation of 
components of the solar oell. Small parabolic collectors 
generate the 1300 “C to 1500 ‘C neededforthe sofar 

Iim pipes (bunde d uptical fibers) to focushedirect the 
concentrated solar energy onto the r e g d i  for melting 

silicon and metal deposibon (figs. 4). The fiber optic 
bundle is lined rp into 2 to 4 rows to make a line of 
concentrated sdar flux The sdar energy is incicht on 
an emitter plate. The plate will actually heat the regolith. 
This configuration is used so that any material that is 
outgassed from the regolith while it is liquid will not coat 
the end of the fibers and reduce the optical flux. 

cell fabrication. and are integrated with high efficiency 

and onto epeoiplly de- evaporation wens for 
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Fig. 4. Heating array to melt lunar regolith 

The greatest thermal need is for regolith melting, 
which from requires approximateiy 50-60 W/cm2 to 
process. The basic rover design was derived from a 
proven deslgn of the Mars rover. It was calculated that 
the rover would need appromately 200 W of eiectric 
power to move through sand at about 2-3 kmmr. This 
would be used when the rover is positioning itself to the 
selected site. When depositing so4r cells. the rover 
would be moving forward at a m y  slow pace. 
approximately 1 cmlmin. This would produce about 
1- per year. The power requirement at the time of 
deposition will be for positioning, sweeping or routing of 
fiber optics. ali@ment of solar array and concentrations, 
temperature measurement, hetght over surface 
measurement, communications. etc. A solar panel of 
appmmtety I m’ will be needed to provide this 
electrical power. The sohr cell itself will about 10 cm 
long by 10 cm wide. The rover width will need to 
accommodate the width of the solar cell plus room for 
the interconnection wires and room for the m e r  wheels 
so they are not too cbse to the solar panels. We 
estimate that the width will be 60 M to allow for these 
conditions. The length will be about 1.2 m to hold the 

sohr panel. The power for melting the regolith and heat 
the sow material will be provided by sodar 
concentrators. Parabolic ConCBntramrs can be used to 
focus the sdar energy and couple into fiber optic 
bundles. The bundles can be routed over the rover to 
whatever location is needed. The solar array can be 
split longitudinally and stacked on tap of the 
concentrator array. Then the sdar panel would open up 
and deploy on either side of the rover. This way the 
concentrator array and the solar panel would all point at 
the sun and the solar panel could be used as a shutter 
for the concentrator array in order to modulate the solar 
energy (Fg.5). 

Fig. 5. Wematic representation oi the rover’s solar 
panell concentrator deployment mechanism. 

The remaining solar collectors heat specifdly- 
designed linear evaporators to seguenbaliy deposit the 
bottom contact layer, the silicon layers with required 
dopants, the top electrode through a mtad mask, the 
cell interconnects; and the applii€ion of the 
antireflechon coating. Individual soht cells will 
connected in series and parallel by thin film 
interconnects. The paver maneuvers over the lunar 
surface and continuously lays down solar cells on the 
landscape. e.g. a -24V. 2 A array element requiring 
-100 g of raw material (evaporants). and take about 1W 
12 hours to fabricate. Interconnections between arrays 
and the power distribution system will be implemented 
with thick film metallic iron flat wires deposited by the 
Paver on the perimeters of the solar cells as paR of the 
cell deposition process. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of a Si solar cell grid 
deposited on lunar surface 

Extmction of metals from lunar ore 

Although the Moon has an abundance of silicon, 
the element is always found in combination with other 



elements. The concept of mineral benefi i t im has 
been am enduring paradigm in terrestrial extractive 
metallurgy for economic reasons. The viability d that 
approach to m t r a h n g  metal is questioned here for 
a lunar technology demonstration during which energy 
is at a premium. To eliminate the need for beneficiation 
prior to processing and to minimize the impMt of 
consumable reagents from Earth, one could use the 
known (31 technology of molten oxkk electrolysis ( M E )  
to produce electronic grade silicon and iron from 
complex mineral feedstock to supply the sdar cell paver 
system. Electrolytic processing has the advantage of 
selectivity of readion in the presence d a multi- 
component feed. Products from lunar regolith follow 
sequentially in decreasing free energy of oxide 
formation at ls00 "C; iron, silicon. titanium, aluminum, 
magnesium, and calcium. The ProQoSed exhadion 
system could consist of two reactors--the extractor and 
the refiner. In the extractor, regolith is eleclrofytically 
decomposed into a primary iron-silicon alloy and oxygen 
gas. In the refiner. the ferrosilicon is eiectrdyhcally 
separated into sdar 'cell' grade silicon and iron (e.g. 
suitable for electrical interconnects). W E  offers 
uncommon versatility in its insensitivity to feedstock 
composition. While purity levels of about 0.1% are 
acceptable for most elemental metals such as Al. Fe 
etc.. . To yield a good photovoltaic material the purity of 
Si has to be ContrOIled at the level d PPM. It is worth 
noting that we have previously shown that during the 
evaporation Si undergoes and additional vacuum 
purification (remoMI of vdatib species) e.9. a 4N purity 
Si extracted from the regolii once deposned provides a 
high purity p-doped Si (4 doped at 10-50 PPM) [2] 

CostArrdySis 

A cost model (using NAFCOM) was constructed to 
examine the cost-effectiveness of fabricating solar cells 
on the Moon using lunar resources. The cost is to be 
compared to transporting terrestrially fabricated arrays 
to the Moon of the same power. The cost analysls 
calculation was performed for 4 different scenarios of 
power generation on the Moon. The first scenario 
involves the fabrication of 180 kw per year for three 
years resulting in a total of 540 kW. The second 
scenario again used 180 kW per year installed but for 
10 years of installation for a total of 1,800 kW. The third 
scenario aHowed for a more intense fabrication period 
where 1 MW is produced each year (using multiple 
rovers) for 10 years for a total of 10 MW and the fourth 
scenario is increased pIoduction to 1 GW per year for 
10 years for a total of 10 GW. Each scenario produces 
panrer for 10 years. The cost is calculated per kW and 
for per W-hr and compared to the cost of prefabricated 
arrays that are transported to the Moon. Mites of 
development costs were made using the NAFCOM 
model for cost per kg. The total mass to be transported 
was estimated by breaking the system doum into sub 
components. For the model, the system would use a 
system to refine the regolith, a utiii i rover to transport 
refined material to the deposition rover and a rover to do 
the M a r  cell fabrication. 

Table 1. Per unit cost ($ per installed watt) of lunar 
solar power. Substrates and metals are directly 
produced on the moon : m the first scenario he purity 
Si is produced from the lunar ore, m the second 
scenario Sdar cells are stiU produced on the moon but 
the high purity semiconductor is brought from earth. 

Considering a transportation cost of $2Oo.ooo/kg 
[SI, the model indicates that the fabrication d solar cells 
vr; the -I {when ampared t~ mim iightwemt 
solar Oens 0.51kwKg) b e m s  cost effective m me 
MW range. However the production of high punty PV 
material (Si in this case) becomes a preferred option 
only for large power requirements in the G-watts range. 

SUMMARY 

Results on the fabrication and properties of lunar 
ghss substrates, evaporated lunar regdith thin film 
(anti-reflea coatings and insulators). and preliminary 
attempts in the fabrication of thin fitm ( s i l i l - V I )  
photovoltaic materials on lunar regdi substrates wwe 
discussed. A conoeptuai design for a sohr powered 
robotic rover capable of fabricating sdar ceils directly on 
the lunar surface is provided. Technical challenges in 
the development of such facility and strategies to 
alleviate perceived difficulties were discussed. Finally, 
preliminary cost benefit ratio indicated the potential of 
the technology for a large-scale deployment of PV 
power on the moon. 
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